Paint rack assembly instructions
First please carefully unpack the paint rack and find a flat surface to put all the parts. If you have bough
different racks please try not to mix the parts and assemble one rack at a time.
We recommend using fast setting epoxy glue or PVA to glue the paint rack, but you can also assemble
it without gluing. Please assemble it first and then apply the glue to connected parts.
Your rack can smell of burnt wood when you receive it, but it will go away shortly.
To assemble the straight rack you need to connect the horizontal parts with one of the walls first as
shown on the picture 1.

Take a look at the walls - the side which has the
place for magnets engraved is the upper one. You
need to always put parts upper side up.
Then you need to connect the second wall and put
the narrow horizontal parts in place as shown on
picture 2.
The small piece that supports the upper shelf
needs to be put in the center between top and
second shelf.
Finally attach the floor and glue the magnets on
the engraved circles. Do not forget about magnet
polarity while gluing them.
If you have difficulty in connecting some parts you
can use a sharp knife to whittle away the excess.

To assemble the corner paint rack please follow all the steps from above and refer to this scheme. After
you have attached the horizontal parts please connect the second wall.

Attach the supporting parts as shown on the scheme below.

Finally assemble the upper shelf as shown on the picture below. Please note that the thinner parts go to
the front and wider to the back. You can also attach the dividers provided if you want to divide the
space.

Tool rack assembly
This rack will take more time to assemble as it is more complex. If you have any problems you can look at the
pictures on the Ebay listing or contact us and we will be happy to help
First connect the parts show on the picture into one piece and then attach them to the side wall.

Now attach the parts with our logo and the part shown on the picture to the assembled piece. Once you
finished connecting these parts attach the second wall.

Finally put everything on the floor piece and connect the shelf parts as seen on the picture below.

